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Chapter 1: Introduction
1. The International Betting Integrity Association (IBIA)1 is a not-for-profit trade body representing
the betting integrity interests of many of the largest licensed retail and online betting operators
in the world. The association welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Government’s
consultation on safeguarding sporting integrity through an Australian Sports Wagering Scheme.2
2. The association’s members are licensed and operate within various regulatory frameworks for
gambling around the globe; their business operations and focus are truly international. That
commercial enterprise is currently conducted through around 50 retail and online sports betting
brands, including many globally recognised household names, across six continents.
3. IBIA’s principal goal is to protect its members, consumers and partners, such as sports bodies
from fraud caused by the unfair manipulation of sporting events and associated betting. The
organisation combats this fraud with evidence-based intelligence, principally obtained from its
global monitoring and alert system which identifies suspicious activity on its members’ markets.
4. The association has longstanding information sharing partnerships with leading sports bodies,
gambling regulators and law enforcement to utilise that data to investigate and prosecute
corruption. That approach has been successful in helping to drive criminals away from regulated
markets, creating a safe and secure environment for our members, consumers and sports alike.
5. The association, which was established in 2005 and formerly known as ESSA, is the leading global
voice on integrity for the licensed private betting industry. It represents the sector at high-level
policy discussion forums and maintains a policy of transparency and open debate, publishing
quarterly integrity reports analysing activity reported on the IBIA monitoring and alert platform.3
6. In particular, IBIA holds seats on betting integrity policy groups run by the International Olympic
Committee (IOC), European Commission and the Council of Europe, amongst others. The
association also engages in mitigating actions with a range of partners, such as player betting
education programmes and academic studies on the causes of, and solutions to, match-fixing.
7. IBIA and its members have taken a close interest in gambling legislative developments relating
to betting integrity in Australia and the association has provided detailed responses to: the
Review of the Impact of Illegal Offshore Wagering in 2015; National Sports Plan consultation in
2017; and the Review of Australia’s Integrity Arrangements (aka ‘the Wood Review’) in 2018.4
8. IBIA and its members, which include of many of the largest sports betting operators licensed in
Australia, therefore have an interest in the proposed integrity arrangements set out in the
discussion paper. We have consulted Responsible Wagering Australia (RWA), which represents
some IBIA members in Australia, and our members’ Australian businesses on their views.
9. The following sections seek to assess and comment on the issues and suggested options in the
Government’s paper and the development of an Australian Sports Wagering Scheme (ASWS).
1

https://ibia.bet/
https://consultations.health.gov.au/national-integrity-of-sport-unit/australian-sports-wagering-scheme-discussionpaper/supporting_documents/Australian%20Sports%20Wagering%20Scheme%20%20Discussion%20paper.pdf
3
https://ibia.bet/resources/
4
https://ibia.bet/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Australian-gambling-review-Nov-2015-FINAL.pdf & https://ibia.bet/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Aus-National-Sports-plan-con.-July2017-FINAL.pdf & https://ibia.bet/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/ESSA-response-Review-of-Australias-Sports-Integrity-Arrangements-Consultation.pdf
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Chapter 2: Assessment of proposals
Overview
10. IBIA understands the underlining reasoning behind the suggestion that a range of betting and
integrity provisions should potentially be centralised under the control of Sports Integrity
Australia (SIA). However, there are a range of reasons that lead the association and its
Australian-based members to question the appropriateness for significant change at this time.
11. We do not believe that, at this stage, the Federal Government has set out an overriding
argument for the introduction of a fully centralised arrangement. It is understood that some
sports, along with state and territory authorities, are similarly unconvinced about the necessity
for large-scale change to the existing arrangements which are already deemed to be effective.
12. This immediately questions the appropriateness of the introduction any centralised betting
licensing and integrity provisions should state and territory authorities determine to continue to
exercise their own legislative powers in this regard. Importantly, the Government’s assessment
also excludes two central issues from this discussion, namely: online in-play betting and racing.
13. It is particularly disappointing that the Government has not supported the Wood Review’s
recommendation on in-play betting to properly address the integrity challenges presented by
offshore betting, notably unregulated or poor regulated Asian betting operators. The absence of
an effective and coherent policy on in-play betting is detrimental to the regulated market.
14. This creates a sizeable hole in any Australian integrity policy, be that at national or state and
territory level. Similarly, racing makes up a large part of the betting industry and, if the
Government is to assess and promote a national betting and integrity policy framework, that
sport must surely form a central part of any related considerations and recommendations.
15. That these core issues have not been addressed are important factors in the reluctance to
endorse the main premise of the Government’s discussion paper and related proposals to
“provide clarity, transparency and consistency at a national level” and to develop “a robust
integrity framework”, as these cannot be achieved when such important issues are excluded.
16. In addition, whilst the move to a gross gambling revenue (GGR) tax in most states and territories
is welcome, the impact of wider fiscal issues must be considered. A report commissioned by the
Federal Department of Social Services notes that: “One of the most significant issues identified
by industry stakeholders as impacting on the profitability of operators was product fees.”5
17. Moreover, “Australian operators are paying on average 2.5% of turnover or between 20 and 30%
of Gross Gambling Revenue (GGR) to Australian racing and sporting bodies for the rights to run
books on their products, unlike operators in other jurisdictions who do not pay product fees.”6
The turnover approach, in particular, makes it difficult for operators to compete with offshore.

5

https://consultations.health.gov.au/national-integrity-of-sport-unit/australian-sports-wagering-scheme-discussionpaper/supporting_documents/Australian%20Sports%20Wagering%20Scheme%20%20Discussion%20paper.pdf see Table 3 &
https://www.dss.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/11_2017/final_report_-_betting_restrictions_report.pdf Page 41
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18. Especially, as the report notes: “Given that online gambling operators generally run with
relatively narrow profit margins of around 3–4%, this is a significant impost.”7 IBIA understands
that, unlike most other licensing jurisdictions around the world, product fees have become a
central part of the betting framework in Australia, but their impact must be considered.
19. The prohibition of in-play betting, along with a relatively burdensome fiscal framework for
Australian betting operators, are key a drivers for consumer migration to offshore operators,
notably in Asia (Figure 1). Indeed, the discussion paper lists a range of competitive benefits for
offshore operators, including that they do not pay “licence fees and taxes, or product fees”.8
Figure 1: Australian interactive onshore v offshore betting gross gambling win (A$m) 2012-19
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20. It also notes that when Australians use offshore operators authorities “lose visibility of this
wagering activity, marking in harder to effectively monitor wagering markets for possible
match-fixing or other unlawful activity and, therefore, the ability to review and determine
whether matches or betting contingencies have been tainted by manipulation is reduced.”9
21. Those poorly or unregulated Asian-based offshore operators are “unlikely to co-operate with
Australian sports controllers on investigations into potentially corrupt matches or betting
contingencies.” Whilst steps have been taken to disrupt those offshore operators, the
Government rightly highlights that “it is unclear whether these initiatives are sufficient”.10
22. Indeed, the amount bet offshore remains stubbornly high (Figure 1). As highlighted by the Wood
Review, in-play betting is a key driver for this consumer migration offshore.11 Related integrity
issues cannot be addressed (centrally or by state and territory authorities) until there is an
acceptance by the Government of the need for change in this critically important policy area.
23. Moreover, whilst there is a focus on the adverse impact of poorly or unregulated offshore online
Asian operators in particular, there remain questions regarding the mechanism through which
those operators are facilitating their betting markets on Australian sports, notably for in-play. In
general, in-play betting is a product of those sports selling that specialist data to operators.

7

Ibid.
https://consultations.health.gov.au/national-integrity-of-sport-unit/australian-sports-wagering-scheme-discussionpaper/supporting_documents/Australian%20Sports%20Wagering%20Scheme%20%20Discussion%20paper.pdf Page 22
9
Ibid. Page 21
10
Ibid. Page 21
11
https://consultations.health.gov.au/population-health-and-sport-division/review-of-australias-sports-integrityarrangements/supporting_documents/HEALTH%20RASIA%20Report_Acc.pdf Page 196
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24. It is of course entirely justified for Australian sports to sell their in-play data (directly or via a
third party) to betting operators outside of Australia that are licensed in well-regulated
jurisdictions, notably those with robust integrity provisions. Prohibition in that scenario is clearly
unnecessary and counterproductive from both a revenue generation and integrity perspective.
25. That does however draw into focus how Asian operators are seemingly providing those same inplay markets on Australian sports. The presumption is that this may be being facilitated by the
same specialist data being sold to those operators, whilst Australia operators are prohibited. A
situation of that nature could be considered contrary to Australia’s national integrity policy.
26. IBIA has recently called on all parties engaged in the supply chain of sports event data for betting
to adhere to global best practice standards.12 IBIA believes that this is the most effective means
of achieving an approach which best serves to protect the integrity of sport, its data, betting
markets generated by that data and consumers enjoying those products.
27. Finally, whilst the association notes that SIA is tasked with “bringing together the current
functions of the Australian Sports Anti-Doping Authority (ASADA), the National Integrity of Sport
Unit (NISU) in the Department of Health, and the nationally focused integrity functions of Sport
Australia”13 it is a new body whose role and activities have not yet been properly embedded.
28. At this early stage, IBIA suggests that a less intrusive policy position may be appropriate and that
there appears to be value for all concerned from a light-touch approach, at least initially. That
would allow SIA an extended period of consolidation and further policy exploration with key
stakeholders and appears likely to achieve more widespread agreement at this early juncture.
29. As SIA becomes more familiar with its role in the overall integrity landscape, and stakeholders
become more accustomed to it, discussions concerning the issues raised in the consultation will
naturally progress. At this early stage, IBIA believes that a more judicious approach, which
garners the support of all stakeholders, will prove more advantageous for everyone concerned.
30. Whilst we therefore understand the Government’s aspiration to harmonise a wide range of
powers currently made at state and territory level and to establish a universal approach across
Australia, our discussions with industry stakeholders have been clear that, at this point, a
departure from the existing and well-established approach is not seen as necessary or desirable.

Council of Europe Convention
31. One of the drivers for change involves Australia’s signing of the Council of Europe Convention on
the Manipulation of Sports Competitions.14 IBIA promoted the Convention and the
establishment of a National Platform in its written and verbal evidence to the Wood Review.15
We welcomed the Review’s subsequent endorsement and the Government’s commitment to it.
32. However, the centralising proposals made by the Wood Review and the Government are not
necessary to meet the aims of the Convention. The National Platform actions set out in Article
13 (Figure 2) can be met by retaining the existing arrangements and installing SIA as a national
coordinating and policy discussion body and Australia’s representative body internationally.
12

https://ibia.bet/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Data-Standards-PR-May-2020-FINAL.pdf
https://www.sportintegrity.gov.au/news/ministerial-statements/2020-07/new-era-sports-integrity-australia
https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/rms/09000016801cdd7e
15
https://consultations.health.gov.au/population-health-and-sport-division/review-of-australias-sports-integrityarrangements/supporting_documents/HEALTH%20RASIA%20Report_Acc.pdf Page 96
13
14
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Figure 2: Council of Europe Convention Article 13 – National Platform
1
Each Party shall identify a national platform addressing manipulation of sports competitions. The
national platform shall, in accordance with domestic law, inter alia:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

serve as an information hub, collecting and disseminating information that is relevant to the fight
against manipulation of sports competitions to the relevant organisations and authorities;
co-ordinate the fight against the manipulation of sports competitions;
receive, centralise and analyse information on irregular and suspicious bets placed on sports
competitions taking place on the territory of the Party and, where appropriate, issue alerts;
transmit information on possible infringements of laws or sports regulations referred to in this
Convention to public authorities or to sports organisations and/or sports betting operators;
co-operate with all organisations and relevant authorities at national and international levels,
including national platforms of other States.

2
Each Party shall communicate to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe the name and
addresses of the national platform.

33. Given the scope of the expected National Platform actions, a continuation of the existing
arrangements, aligned with a properly coordinated process for the exchange of information and
discussion between SIA and Australian stakeholders, would not serve to hinder SIA’s capability
or role in relation to Article 13 or the Convention’s wider betting integrity provisions.
34. Indeed, there would be an important coordinating role for SIA, in line with Article 13 of the
Convention. That could more readily be focused in receiving, analysing and redistributing data
and exploring if more continuity can be promoted through the state and territory authorities
across a range of areas, without necessarily formally centralising these legislatively.
35. In doing so, the Government and SIA will recognise the important existing legislative position of
states and territories, whilst also seeking to provide an important hub to coordinate and develop
national policy and to engage in international dialogue. Fundamentally, there remains an
important role for SIA without imposing an unnecessary and unwanted centralisation of powers.

Suspicious Activity Alert Scheme
36. In addition to the four core objectives of the ASWS as set out in the consultation paper, the
document states that “the ASWS also has ambitions (linked to recommendations in the Wood
Review) related to the development of a Suspicious Activity Alert Scheme”.16 The information
sharing options in paragraph 4.2.5 cover this through two distinct activities, namely:



Transactional market data on sports wagering – to provide Sport Integrity Australia with the
ability to proactively identify suspicious activity across sports and wagering providers; and



A suspicious activity alert system – reactive reporting of suspicious behaviour by wagering
providers, and sports controllers. This suspicious activity alert may be via a contracted bet
monitor, through wagering providers analysis of their own data, or non-market information.

37. As with the issues covered in previous sections, IBIA members licensed for sports betting in
Australia have expressed a strong desire to maintain the current integrity reporting and
cooperation arrangements with sports bodies and regulatory and law enforcement authorities.
Using a risk-based approach, they see no evidence-based justification for the proposed changes.
16

https://consultations.health.gov.au/national-integrity-of-sport-unit/australian-sports-wagering-scheme-discussionpaper/supporting_documents/Australian%20Sports%20Wagering%20Scheme%20%20Discussion%20paper.pdf Page 6
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38. That position is backed up by the relatively low number of sports betting integrity issues that
have impacted Australian sport and that nearly all non-racing betting is covered by effective
integrity agreements between sports and operators.17 It is therefore evident that the existing
integrity arrangements have proven effective for the vast majority of those Australian sports.
39. It is also noted that the Government’s proposals provide only partial integrity coverage as they
do not include racing, which represents around 75% of domestic betting but is outside of the
ASWS. For these reasons, IBIA members understandably oppose the Government’s alternative
provisions in this area which appear to lack consistency of application across the sporting sector.
40. IBIA therefore supports its Australian-based members’ determination that the best course of
action is to retain the existing arrangements. However, should the Government move forward
with revised procedures in this area then IBIA would, in that situation, make a number of
suggestions on any future information sharing model, notably in relation to an alert system.
41. The Wood Review’s detailed consideration of Australia’s Sports Integrity Arrangements stated
that Australian betting operators should be required to “participate in a ‘detect and disrupt’
real-time monitoring and analysis of suspicious wagering activity”.18 The Wood Review further
stated that it: “Anticipate[s] a model similar to the ESSA detection and disruption model”.19
42. Moreover, that: “In operationalising the SAAS [Suspicious Activity Alert Scheme], the National
Platform will emulate the proactive monitoring and alert systems already being successfully
operated by overseas entities, including UKGC and ESSA.20 ESSA is the previous name of this
association, which became the International Betting Integrity Association (IBIA) in June 2019.21
43. That rebranding was in response to this association’s increasing focus and activities globally and
to sever any perception that the association remained a predominantly European body. The
latter was not a proper reflection of the association’s outreach activities in jurisdictions outside
of Europe, on matters such as the Wood Review, which it had been undertaking for some years.
44. IBIA welcomed the Wood Review’s acknowledgment of the effectiveness of our customer-based
transactional suspicious betting alert system and the recognition of IBIA’s ongoing engagement
with policymakers in trans-governmental institutions such as the CoE, as well as major sports
bodies and regulatory and law enforcement authorities globally to address match-fixing.
45. The Wood Review therefore promoted the introduction of an alert system modelled on IBIA’s.
The Government’s proposals include variations of a suspicious activity alert system as envisaged
by Wood (Options 2 and 3). However, creating a new alert system of that kind is likely to prove
time consuming and costly with arguably limited benefit, and as such is likely to meet resistance.
46. Indeed, the Government’s proposal would be limited to Australian licensed betting operators
and their markets. IBIA’s alternative proposal would be a wider global approach encompassing
all of our licensed betting operator members’ sharing data and employing a common threshold
for identifying and reporting suspicious betting with SIA, and potentially covering alerts on:

17

Responsible Wagering Australia (RWA) and IBIA Australian licensed members advise that of the non-racing domestic betting turnover on Australian sport, more than 93% is already
covered by effective integrity agreements between Sports Controlling Bodies (SCBs) and Wagering Service Providers (WSPs).
18
https://consultations.health.gov.au/population-health-and-sport-division/review-of-australias-sports-integrityarrangements/supporting_documents/HEALTH%20RASIA%20Report_Acc.pdf page 91
19
Ibid. Page 91 Footnote 160
20
Ibid. page 99 Footnote 173
21
https://ibia.bet/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/PR_Launch_International_Betting_Integrity_Assoicaiton_FINAL-1.pdf
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Suspicious bets on Australian-based sporting events from around the world; and
Suspicious bets placed on Australian players or teams competing outside of Australia.

47. The association contends that its platform presents a workable alternative to the options
presented. That system already includes all of our members’ Australian licensed online betting
businesses (Ladbrokes, Neds, Betstar, Bookmaker, Sportsbet, Unibet and bet365), which it did
not fully at the time of the Wood Review, as well as wider global suspicious betting alert data.
48. As a not for profit body, there would be no cost for utilising a system which already captures
many of the larger Australian businesses and provides wider alert coverage. The association
would then work with SIA, state and territory regulators and their licensed operators to find a
suitable process to bring those companies outside of the IBIA alert system within its structure.
49. It is important to recognise that IBIA members share global data because they are aware that
corrupters may seek to try and circumvent integrity protocols by placing bets with multiple
operators licensed in different jurisdictions. Betting related match-fixing is transnational and
monitoring systems are therefore most effective when they are also transnational.
50. To utilise this data to best effect, IBIA has information sharing agreements with many major
sports, regulatory and law enforcement authorities around the world, allowing both parties to
engage on integrity matters both in relation to our international alert system and with regard to
any national actions. The benefits of such international cooperation are increasingly recognised.
51. IBIA’s data shows that the majority of its betting alerts involve customer accounts outside of the
licensed market where the potentially corrupted sporting event takes place; any national
approach would be best served by also seeking to address this international dimension. From an
integrity perspective, that is best achieved through monitoring international betting markets.
52. Detailed customer account data, which is only available from regulated operators (unregulated
or poorly regulated operators will not or cannot provide such data), is critical for investigations.
It allows investigators to “obtain information from betting operators on those who have placed
suspicious bets”22, which is far more valuable than simple odds movement data (Figure 3).
Figure 3: IBIA’s customer account monitoring approach v odds monitoring
Account monitoring









Identity and location of the customer
Disproportionate volumes of bets placed
Customer bet type outside normal behaviour
An unusual number of new accounts opened
Geographical location/clustering of accounts
Accounts showing previous suspicious behaviour
Ability to link account activity across operators
Covers every bet and betting market of operators involved

Odds monitoring
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

53. The UNODC rightly notes that operators are a “principal source of information/intelligence
about a fixed sporting event, both past and future”.23 When combined across multiple operators
operating across different jurisdictions, such customer account data becomes an immensely
valuable resource in detecting suspicious betting and identifying potential corruption globally.

22
23

https://www.unodc.org/documents/corruption/Publications/2016/V1602591-RESOURCE_GUIDE_ON_GOOD_PRACTICES_IN_THE_INVESTIGATION_OF_MATCH-FIXING.pdf Page 19
Page 30 Ibid.
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54. Its value is not just in uncovering potential corruption across operators and markets globally, but
also being able to discount ‘false positives’ other systems may raise (e.g. just odds movements),
but where customer account data provides a justifiable reason for such betting which is not
related to corruption. This prevents valuable investigatory resources from being wasted.
55. Betting operators outside of IBIA may have their own internal control systems to detect
suspicious betting or their betting operation may be managed by a third party provider, along
with other operators. In either instance, those operators will not have access to the level of
international betting integrity coverage and protection that IBIA members have access to.
56. The scope of their betting operation may therefore be relatively small and their national and
international market data capture likewise small. As such, this may increase the possibility of
corruption taking place through those operators and where they may simply not have the level
of data to identify suspicious trends across the wider international market (Figure 4).
Figure 4: Operation and benefits of IBIA’s customer-based international alert system
International Betting Integrity Association members

Other betting operators

Code of Conduct requires members to report all suspicious bets

International
IBIA Operator A

International
IBIA Operator B

International
IBIA Operator C

Unregulated
Operator H

No interest in reporting suspicious
betting and sporting corruption

International
IBIA Operator D

International
Operator J
Australian
Licensed IBIA
Operator E

Australian
Licensed IBIA
Operator F

Australian
Licensed IBIA
Operator G

Collection of evidence
of possible suspicious
betting and sporting
corruption from
multiple operators

Unregulated
Operator I

International
Operator K

Some irregular betting but not enough
evidence on its own to be deemed
suspicious. No requirement to report or
provide account data even if suspicious
betting is identified.
Australian
Australian
Licensed
Licensed
Operator L
Operator M

IBIA
Assessment &
engagement

IBIA assesses its Australian licensed and other members’ suspicious betting
data. Where there is evidence of potential corruption, IBIA members halt
markets and freeze winnings of suspicious accounts. SIA would be advised
by IBIA and provided with data; IBIA Australian members provide detailed
transactional data to sports and authorities. Investigations lead to sanctions
deterring others and protecting the betting market and sporting events.

Required to report any corrupt betting
taking place, but operators unaware as
lacking wider international market data
No international operator suspicious betting
reporting requirement for unregulated operators.
Many licensed operators outside of IBIA only have
access to their own data which may not provide
enough evidence of suspicions betting. Markets
continue to be offered and winnings paid. Sport
potentially corrupted; criminals escape sanction.

57. It is for those reasons that the Gibraltar Gambling Commissioner actively encourages its licenced
betting operators to join “properly structured and organized information sharing/alert
mechanisms for managing suspicious bets” in its Remote Technical and Operating Standards
documentation.24 Most of Gibraltar’s international betting operators are members of IBIA.
24

https://www.gibraltar.gov.gi/new/sites/default/files/HMGoG_Documents/RTOS%20Final%20Version%201.0.2012.pdf Page 40
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58. The German state of Schleswig-Holstein has required its betting operators to join an integrity
monitoring body and this is also part the wider German licensing regime in the amended State
Treaty.25 A number of US states, such as New Jersey, include a similar stipulation and the
Netherlands draft legislation also requires operators to be a member of a monitoring system.26
59. These approaches support the European Commission funded Betmonitalert report which
strongly recommends that public authorities should oblige all of their licensed sports betting
operators to be “part of a betting monitoring system”.27 Both the EC Betmonitalert report and
the Netherlands draft legislation specifically refer to IBIA as a best practice example.28
60. IBIA hopes that the benefits of this alternative global approach are recognised. As stated, there
would be no cost for SIA to receive data from IBIA’s global alert system subject to IBIA and SIA
reaching a suitable agreement. IBIA has had an MoU with Victoria Police29 since the start of 2018
and will be pleased to also discuss establishing an MoU with SIA to facilitate any agreed process.
61. In short, we envisage an alternative approach that would maintain the existing interaction
between betting operators, sports and state regulators, but add in a global suspicious betting
data conduit between IBIA and SIA. As such, it would appear to be a potentially agreeable
solution to all parties and ensure that SIA has access to a level of integrity data and oversight.

Customer disputes relating to suspicious betting
62. One area that SIA, the Government and state and territory authorities may wish to take note of
is IBIA’s process for assisting the resolution of disputes relating to suspicious betting where
customer winnings may justifiably be voided or withheld as related investigations take place.
63. The association has recently introduced a procedure with dispute resolution bodies IBAS and
eCOGRA and many major sports to deliver a structured and coherent mechanism to process
customer disputes relating to suspicious betting.30 This process involves a biannual approach.
64. IBIA will seek updates on all outstanding cases of suspicious betting it has reported to sports
twice a year. Arbitration bodies then contact operators using the same timeline. This has
significant administrative benefits for arbitration bodies and operators, and which would have
otherwise resulted in ad-hoc individual case enquiries being made throughout the year.
65. We have agreed wording with IBIA members and arbitration bodies on standard responses to
customers which provide updates on the status of a case but which do not ‘tip off’ that
investigations are taking place. This ensures that there is no adverse impact on any investigatory
processes that sports and/or regulator and law enforcement authorities are engaged in.
66. As with all of the issues raised in this response, the international Betting Integrity Association
(IBIA) will of course be available for further discussion with SIA, the Government and any state
and territory authorities on this process and its benefits for betting operators, dispute resolution
bodies, sports and consumers alike should it be deemed appropriate for the Australian market.
25

https://www.gesetze-bayern.de/Content/Document/StVGlueStV-21 & https://www.im.nrw/sites/default/files/media/document/file/160129ll_Leitlinien%20Sportwetten_.pdf &
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/tris/en/search/?trisaction=search.detail&year=2020&num=304 Section 21
26
https://kansspelautoriteit.nl/nieuws/nieuwsberichten/2020/maart/voortgang-wet/ Decree laying down provisions for the implementation of the Remote Gambling Act (Remote
Gambling Decree) – Article 4.7 and related sections in the Explanatory Memorandum (Translated from Dutch to English)
27
http://ethisport.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Betmonitalert_Design-NB-DEF-2-06-2017.pdf Page 7
28
The Betmonitalert refers to IBIA under its previous identity of ESSA
29
https://ibia.bet/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/SIIU-ESSA-press-release-Jan-2018.pdf
30
https://ibia.bet/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/IBAS-IBIA-eCOGRA-PR.pdf
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